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An Integration of Deep Learning and
Neuroscience for Machine Consciousness

I.

O

Scientific View and Definition of
Consciousness

ne of the difficulties with the study of
consciousness is the lack of a universally
accepted definition. Another struggle is that
empirical scientists must deal with questions, which has
no quantitative answer, and responses can touch upon
unscientific subjects. The very act of thinking
demonstrates the reality of one’s existence and
consciousness, which viewed as an individual’s
awareness of its internal states as well as the events in
the surrounding environment. Recent research on
consciousness has focused on understanding the
neuroscience behind our conscious experiences. Some
investigators have used brain scanning technologies to
seek out specific brain modules or neuronal networks
that may link to different conscious events[1,2]. Two
major theories of consciousness, which will be
discussed further through this paper, consist of
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integrated information and global workspace theories.
The first attempts to look at consciousness by learning
more about the physical processes that motivate our
conscious experiences[3]. This theory attempts to
create a measure of the integrated information that
forms consciousness and reveals that the level of
integration represents the quality of an organism's
consciousness. It explains the nature and source of
consciousness and claims that consciousness is
identical to a particular type of information, which
requires physical realization, not merely functional, and
which can be measured mathematically according to
the Φ metric. The second theory suggests that we have
a memory bank from which the brain draws information
to form the experience of conscious awareness[4].
While integrated information theory focuses more on
identifying whether an organism is aware, the global
workspace theory offers abroader approach to
understanding how consciousness works. My motivation
to have useful models in artificial consciousness is
toward the design of communication technology that is
convenient in everyday human activities.
There is a long way to go in our understanding
of consciousness as investigators continue to explore
the different bases of consciousness such as the
physical, social, cultural and psychological influences
that contribute to our conscious awareness.
Consciousness defined as a state of awareness which
features apprehensiveness, subjectivity, experience
through sensory perceptions, the state of wakefulness,
the sense of ego, and the control of the mind with
knowledge of thought processes [5-7].Other most
essential attributes of consciousness are curiosity and
creativity, which could be a factor that distinguishes
humans from other earth beings[8,9].Intelligence is also
another fundamental aspect of brain requirement and
consciousness, which some beliefs like consciousness
it is a property of a physical mind, not a metaphysical
phenomenon[10]; however, not a sufficient condition for
creativity [11]. Apart from humans, other earth beings
also show certain levels of creativity[12]. In defining
consciousness, the problem emerges from attempts
that try to explain it in purely physical terms. That is why
psychology and quantum mechanics have been
integrated to challenge the materialistic view of
consciousness [13].
Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI)
have revived the possibility that machines would
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eventually mimic all the brain’s abilities, including
consciousness. Deep learning networks, inspired by
neuroscience, have led to the creation of artificial neural
networks (ANN) that can even occasionally surpass
human capacity [14,15]. These types of the network
without having biophysical properties of real neurons
have several neurobiological features, including
nonlinear input-output functions, layers with converging
projections, and modifiable synaptic weights. Advances
in computer field now allow such networks to operate on
complex problems with capacity that previously was a
privilege of a real brain. Computations implemented by
current deep-learning systems that correspond mostly
to non conscious processes in the human brain,
although it often considered as the highpoint of the
brain and something impossible to achieve by
machines, in this paper is claimed to be otherwise. This
paper reviews the previous studies and much of what
we know about how brains generate consciousness,
what are the relationships among conscious,
subconscious and non conscious brains and how these
findings can be used in advance artificial intelligence.
This paper reviews specific existing models of
consciousnesses and presents the approaches that
make a machine more conscious. Besides, it discusses
the role and relationship between quantum mechanics
(QM) and remote viewing (RV). This relationship
between quantum non locality and conscious or
subconscious brain functions is essential, as quantum
processes in biological phenomena are becoming more
apparent. Further, it discusses non-local consciousness
or remote viewing (RV) as an application of
consciousness that permits a viewer to describe details
regarding a target that is inaccessible to the ordinary
senses.
II.

Current Theories for Machine
Consciousness

There are various models of machine
consciousness, each with certain strengths and
limitations. Machine consciousness was classified
earlier into four groups [16], and later to five categories
based on recurring matters on the fundamental issues
that are most fundamental to consciousness[17]. The
most recent classification includes a global workspace,
information integration, an internal self-model, higherlevel representation, and attention mechanisms[17].
Although various models presented, the creation of an
intelligent machine has not been much less successful
due to the computational issues and the inability to
explain the application of high-level cognitive algorithms
in terms of neuro-computational processing[18].
Mechanistic theory of consciousness hypothesizes that
how a brain with an attention schema may have
subjective awareness[19]. In the attention schema
theory, consciousness viewed beyond philosophy,
© 2019 Global Journals

towards developing basic properties that can engineer
into machines. It is considered an essential part of the
brain responsible for data processing where conscious
is an internal model of attention. Supporters of this
theory claimed that the attention schema theory
provides a possible answer to the puzzle of subjective
experience by which the brain computes a simplified
model of the process and the current state of attention
which is the basis of subjective intelligence[20].
Consciousness made by the application of ANN
may be better explained by exploring the designs that
allow the human brain to generate consciousness, then
transferring those understandings into computer
algorithms. The aim is to study aspects of the cognitive
neuroscience of consciousness that may be pertinent
for learning machines. Consciousness given by brain
capacity seeks to understand its relationship to our
objective world. It states the relationship between a
cognitive system and a specific object of thought, such
as a mental representation. Conscious information
becomes globally available to us, which gives us the
ability to recollect, act upon it, and speak about it.
Having the data in mind among the immense range of
thoughts that can become conscious at a given time,
only the ones that are universally available constitute the
content of consciousness of an objective world. In
another hand, consciousness scan be reflexive or
spontaneous, in such a way that the cognitive system
can monitor its processing and obtain information about
itself in a self-referential manner. This self-examination
ability of consciousness is commonly known as metacognition, which is having self-awareness and the ability
to conceive and make use one's knowledge and
abilities[21].Some suggested that global and reflexive
consciousnesses
may
constitute
independent
dimensions of conscious computations. Both can
overlap physical substrates, and in the brain, both
depend on the prefrontal cortex[22]. Theoretically, the
two may come apart as there can be global
consciousness without reflexive consciousness, such as
when reportable processing is not accompanied by
accurate meta-cognition, or reflexive consciousness
without global one, such as when a self-monitoring
operation unfolds without being consciously reportable
[23]. Sepertae computations can be performed before
we consider their synergy. Furthermore, many estimates
involve neither of these two conscious and therefore
called unconscious. What we pursue is a satisfying
scientific theory of consciousness that predicts under
which conditions any particular physical system,
whether it is a complex network of neurons or electronic
circuit board has awareness experience. Moreover, we
need to investigate what makes the quality of
experiences different and if they have a specific
function. Such a theory will allow us to conclude which
systems will experience anything. Experience has shown
that without an approach that brings testable

The Relationship among Conscious,
Subconscious and Unconscious
Minds

Sigmund
Freud
psychoanalytic
theory
presented in the early twentieth century has retain edits
hold on the shaping of views regarding the doctrine of
the human mind despite the new advancements.
Neuroscience has identified the physical brain
mechanisms underlying subjective processes. Following
those breakthroughs, consciousness could then be
seen as a computational property associated with a
certain level of information processing. Three
computational levels may be distinguished based on our
conscious, subconscious or unconscious mind. It is
estimated that just 10% of the cognitive function is made
up of conscious thought, which can direct our focus and
able us to envision what is not real. Our subconscious is
the storage point of recent memories, which needed for
quick recall and holds current information that we use
every day. The unconscious mind is where our
memories and past experiences reside and include
memories that have been repressed and those that have
been merely consciously forgotten. The unconscious
brain continually communicates with the conscious mind
via the subconscious, which provides us with the
meaning of our interactions with the world. It breathes
through feelings, emotions, thoughts, sensations, and
dreams. At unconscious mind algorithms process
symbols blindly and, apparently without any awareness.
For instance, our visual system blindly and
unconsciously processes the images. By this mean,
many of the brain’s unconscious computations are
rational computations, and unexpectedly any machine
that attempts towards objectivity would be submitted to
similar human-like deceptions.
Above the unconscious processing level, two
higher levels of information processing are defined that
correspond to primary and secondary consciousness
[24]. The first level known as conscious access, which is
a selective attribution of a piece of information, selected
for its relevance and became the focus of additional
processing. Second, is conscious self-representation, in
which the cognitive system shows one or several
representations of its knowledge, for instance, it may
know what it is currently focusing on, or it made an error.
Consequently, the system not only commits its
resources to a specific piece of information but also
recognizes that it knows. The assumption is that this
self-knowledge is represented in the same format as the
knowledge of other individuals, which allows this
information to be shared with others[25,26].
Those definitions made it entirely possible to
study consciousness experimentally. The experimental

IV.

Specific Signatures of a Brain
Consciousness

Further study of consciousness in the human
brain reveals that although subliminal stimuli can induce
considerable activity in many human minds, conscious
perception is associated with a set of specific
signatures. The first sign is amplification and access to
the prefrontal cortex, in which a conscious image is
amplified and gains access to higher levels of
representation, particularly in prefrontal and parietal
cortices. Next would be tracing the propagation of
conscious and unconscious images that shows
unconscious activity can be strong in the cortex, yet
perish in a brief time within higher cortical areas. This
conscious image is amplified in a non-linear manner, in
an event known as global ignition.
Nevertheless, in a short period brain activity
becomes more stable when the stimulus is conscious
than when it is not [29].This conscious ignition is
accompanied by increased in bidirectional exchanges of
information in the human brain. During a conscious
episode, the cortex activates at greater distances, and
correlations of brain signals demonstrate this. The brain
can spontaneously generate its patterns of circulated
activity with constant changes, even in the absence of
stimuli[30]. This resting state activity can partially predict
the content of consciousness. Finally, neurons in
prefrontal and anterior temporal cortex fire to a specific
concept and do so only when the corresponding word
or image is presented consciously. This activity acted as
a signature of conscious perception and known as the
all-or-none law that applies to the firing of neurons[31].
The findings of brain-specific signatures and
explanation of generic consciousness are compatible
with the Global Neuronal Workspace (GNW) hypothesis,
which tries to address the serious question of the
function of consciousness[27,28,32].Consciousness
appears to be required for specific operations, and it is
not just a mere epiphenomenon. Subliminal information
© 2019 Global Journals
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approach may proceed with identifying a minimal
experimental paradigm that allows to contrast visible
and invisible stimuli [27,28]. Then, carefully quantify the
subject’s introspection, which is recognizing what it
known. Self-examination defines the conscious of
subjective perception and must, therefore, be recorded
alongside other objective measures of brain activity. The
capacity to report a piece of information to oneself or
other scan be the next phase of the study, in which this
sense of consciousness that is called report ability can
be distinguished from other concepts such as attention,
watchfulness, or self-consciousness. The last can be the
use of modern neuro-imaging tools to compare the
behaviors and brain activity patterns evoked by
reportable and unreportable stimuli, thus uncovering the
signatures of consciousness.
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is temporary, but conscious knowledge is stabilized and
available for long-term thinking. Consciousness converts
the incoming data and reduces it to a form that can be
reported or stored, while unconscious processes
compute with an entire probability distribution, and
consciousness samples from it through the
subconscious mind. Consciousness is also involved in
routing information to other processing phases, which
allows us to perform random chains of operations [33].
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Machine Consciousness Should be
Self-Organizing

The phenomenon of consciousness may
require a self-organizing system, similar to the brain’s
physical structure, which current machines lack this
critical feature. Adaptive self-organizing mechanisms
can be designed to be as sophisticated as the human
brain; however, at the moment we require a
mathematical theory of computation for these types of
system. Perhaps it’s true that only biological machines
can be sufficiently creative and flexible. That may
suggest start working on engineering new biological
structures that are or can become conscious.
Conscious as a useful aspect of brain function likely to
be helpful to a design of artificial-intelligence devices.
Certain computational features can be considered,
which if they are implemented, the resulting machine
would be likely to be considered conscious, or at least
more aware than what is currently available. The first to
be considered is a workspace for global availability, the
act of selecting and making a piece of information
accessible for processing and decision-making by the
whole system. Global availability highlights or draws
attention to information that remained unconscious until
that moment. Even though the brain possesses
specialized modules that operate non-consciously and
are dedicated to specific tasks, it also maintains a
global neuronal workspace, where accurate information
is selected and shared across all modules. According to
the GNW hypothesis, consciousness evolved to break
this modularity. The GNW can extract relevant
information from virtually any brain module, and make it
available to the entire organism, in which the prefrontal
cortex appears to act as a central information sharing
device. The information presents in this global
workspace at any given time is known as conscious.
Machines may benefit from a similar architecture for
flexible information sharing, capable of broadcasting to
the entire system a potentially relevant piece of
information. It would be interesting to pursue this idea in
the context of present-day machine-learning algorithms,
which can make the best use of the broadcasted
information. Another feature for a conscious machine is
its inherent abilities: a database that contains a list of its
apps, the kind of knowledge they possess, what goals
they can fulfill, how fast can operate, and how likely they
should be corrected.
© 2019 Global Journals

A conscious machine should know when it is
wrong or when it is uncertain about something. In the
human brain, this corresponds to meta-cognitive
knowledge that has been linked to the prefrontal cortex.
In several ways, a computer could be equipped with
similar functionality. Primarily, it could be equipped with
statistical programs that do not just give an answer, but
also compute the probability that this answer is correct.
Subsequently, it can have an error-detection system,
similar to the brain’s error-negativity, which continually
compares the current activity with prior expectations and
instinctively reacts if the current behavior is likely to be
wrong. Finally, this error detection device could be
attached to a corrective mechanism that allows the
system to continually looks for alternative ways to get
the correct answer.
Another point which may be unique to humans
is the ability to represent self-knowledge and have a
theory of mind, which allows us to model other accounts
and to use this knowledge to maximize the usefulness of
information that we can provide to them [34]. Additional
attributes that should be considered include producing
a machine with a consciousness that has qualities,
instincts, and creativity. Also, states of consciousness
that can change experiences such as emotions and
expression scan be considered. Current machines often
lack such significance and a device that could simulate
its user’s mind would undoubtedly provide more
relevant information. Algorithms that handle such
recursive representations of other accounts are currently
being developed [35,36].On the other hand, certain
human behaviors such as creativity and a sense of
freedom, which do not appear to come from logic or
calculations, cannot be found in machines.
Another viewing platform on consciousness
comes from quantum theory, which is one of the most
in-depth theories of physics. According to the orthodox
Copenhagen Interpretation, consciousness and the
physical world are balancing aspects of the same
reality. When a person observes some aspect of the
physical world, that person’s conscious interaction
causes a noticeable change. Since this theory takes
consciousness as a given and not derived from physics,
the Copenhagen Interpretation may be considered as a
phenomenon that exists by itself, while it requires brains
to become real. This view was popular with the pioneers
of quantum theory such as Niels Bohr, Werner
Heisenberg, and Erwin Schrödinger. A well-known
example of this is the paradox of Schrödinger's cat, in
which a cat is placed in a situation that results in it being
equally likely to survive or die – and the act of
observation itself is what makes the outcome inevitable.
The opposing view reveals that consciousness
emerges from biology, just as biology itself emerges
from chemistry which, in turn, arises from physics. This
less broad concept of consciousness agrees with the
neuroscientists view that the processes of the mind are
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Since the past few decades, quantum
processes in the brain have been given attention to
explain consciousness and its enigmatic features. As
functional quantum processes in biology are becoming
more and more apparent, recent evidence suggests that
quantum non locality occurs in conscious and
subconscious brain functions. Remote viewing (RV) is a
mental ability that allows a viewer to describe or give
details about a target that is inaccessible to normal
senses [37,38]. For example, a viewer might be asked
to specify a location in a different part of the world,
which a reviewer has never visited; or a viewer might be
asked to describe an event that happened long ago
without being said anything about the target. Therefore,
RV deals directly with target information processed by
human consciousness. QM deal with particles such as
electrons and photons, in which the concept of particle
entanglement refers to local measurements on a particle
that will instantaneously interact with an entangled
particle, without considering the distance and how far
apart the particles are [39].QM and RV both involve
entanglement, in which particle entanglement can be
described in QM and consciousness entanglement in
RV. Entanglement in non-quantum or classical version
arises in situations where we have partial knowledge of
the state of two systems. In QM entanglement, the
quantum information is encoded in such a way that
none of the two qubits (quantum bit: unit of quantum)
carries any clear information on its own as all of the data
is encoded in their joint properties. Such entanglement
is one of the counter-intuitive features of QM and leads
to its inconsistencies. Consciousness entanglement in
the RV process refers to the local intentions by a viewer
on target information that will instantaneously interact
with entangled target information, no matter how far
apart the viewer and target are. For the viewer, the
entangled experience is the target. RV experimental
result shows that nonlocal precognitive connections are,
in fact, part of our reality. Our memory fits with the
simple linear model of time as the only reality based on
our accepted experience. While the non-linear QM
model has not been experimentally verified in physics
laboratories, RV precognition experimental data support
the notion of backward through time motion. Therefore,
non-local interactions may also involve general aspects
of space-time described by the theory of relativity.

Consciousness is qualitative and coherent, in
which for each conscious experience some qualitative
entities have that experience and each piece of this
conscious experience fits precisely into a global picture
of our world [40]. As conscious experience depends on
brain activity; therefore, neuroscience has an extensive
contribution in explaining consciousness. Except for
neuroscience, no other area can provide so much
information and advances concerning consciousness,
which focuses on the neural correlates of
consciousness. Considering that not all neural
correlates are explanatory, so identifying the correlates
is the first step in the neuroscience of consciousness. A
thorough study of consciousness through neuroscience
requires that we understand the relevant neural
properties at the right level of analysis. Understanding of
consciousness will unquestionably emerge from
neuroscience but cracking its mysteries will need the
knowledge and discoveries of many other scientific
disciplines. To understand the connection between
brain activity and consciousness, we need to focus on
neurons, study computational and spiritual models, and
conduct a theoretical analysis. Here we will focus on
identifying such principles by considering the activity of
neurons. The effort is to address how neural properties
may determine when a state is conscious and how they
may explain what the content is of that conscious. As a
phenomenal consciousness is not reducible to either of
these cases, there is a limitation to empirical
explanations of phenomenal consciousness as
empirical explanations are fundamentally either
structural or functional.
Explanation of consciousness remains in the
neural action that presents conscious contents and the
unknown element that changes a state with that content
from unconsciousness to consciousness. A variety of
theories can describe generic consciousness that offers
a need for the presence of higher-level neural properties
necessary or adequate for the consciousness of a given
state. Global Neuronal Workspace is one of these
theories, which suggests access into the neural
workspace is essential and sufficient for a state to be
consciousness. In contrast, supporters of Recurrent
Processing Theory believe that frequent processing in
sensory areas is necessary and enough for perceptual
consciousness, and therefore admission to the
Workspace is not necessary. In Higher-Order Theories,
seem the presence of a higher-order state connected to
prefrontal areas of a brain is necessary and sufficient for
a phenomenal experience. Subsequently, recurrent
processing in sensory areas or access into the
workspace is not necessary. At last Information
Integration Theories consider a form of integration of
information as essential and adequate parts for a state
to be conscious.
© 2019 Global Journals
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Most neuroscientists instead of explaining the
existence of consciousness in the biotic domain, try to
explain generic consciousness by identifying neural
properties that can turn consciousness on and off and
by determining the neural representational basis of
conscious
contents.
Modern
neuroscience
of
consciousness attempts to explain consciousness by
focusing on neural correlates of consciousness (NCCs)
that is an essential initial step in understanding
consciousness[41,42]. Talk of correlates is deep-rooted
in the neuroscience of consciousness, so one must
remember that the goal is to find the subset of neural
correlates that are explanatory, in answering particular
questions. Neuroscientific theories that contribute to
explaining specific and generic consciousness further
discussed here. We realize that there are limits to neural
explanations of consciousness, precisely because of the
explanatory gap [43].The reference to neural correlates
here means neural explanatory correlate of
consciousness.
The theories discussed here provide higher
level neural properties that are necessary or sufficient for
generic consciousness of a given state. The first is
global neuronal workspace theory that is tied to the
access of the brain architecture and assumes
perceptual, aide-mémoire, attentional, valuational and
motoric functions of a cortical structure, which involves
workspace neurons with long-range connections linking
arrangements. The global workspace in neural terms
defined as long-range workspace neurons within
different systems that can constitute the workspace, but
they should not necessarily identify within the
workspace. A subset of workspace neurons becomes
the workspace when they exemplify specific neural
properties. What determines which workspace neurons
constitute the workspace at a given time is the activity of
those neurons given the subject's current state. The
workspace then is not a rigid neural structure but a
rapidly changing neural network, typically only a proper
subset of all workspace neurons. This theory can also
provide an account of phenomenal consciousness in
addition to access consciousness. As imaging data can
be obtained that reveal widespread activation when
consciousness is present, it can predict widespread
activation of a cortical workspace network as it
correlates with phenomenal conscious experience[44].
As we track phenomenal consciousness by access in
the introspective report, therefore, widespread activity
during reports of conscious experience correlates with
both access and phenomenal consciousness. However,
this correlation cannot state whether the observed
activity in a report is the basis of phenomenal
consciousness or access consciousness.
Other theories such as Recurrent Processing
Theory has a different explanation and ties perceptual
consciousness to recurrent activity in sensory areas and
processing independent of the workspace, with
© 2019 Global Journals

emphasizes on properties of first-order neural
representation as explaining consciousness. It claimed
that repetitive processing is necessary and sufficient for
consciousness [45-47]. This theory focuses mainly on
the visual sensory modality, it argued to apply to all of
the senses, and further, it distinguishes conscious and
unconscious information. These distinctions were made
along the lines of different types of processing that
happen within the visual cortex and include the feed
forward, locally recurrent, and globally recurrent types.
Recurrent processing occurs where sensory systems
are highly interconnected and involve feed forward and
feedback connections.
The well-known Lamme’s theory of recurrent
processing identifies four stages of normal visual
processing that consist of: I) In superficial feed forward
processing stage visual signals are directed locally
within the optical system; II) In deep feed forward
processing step visual signals have traveled further
forward and they can influence action; III) In superficial
recurrent processing phase information has traveled
back into former visual areas, leading to local, repetitive
processing; IV) During widespread intermittent
processing information activates extensive regions
[45-47]. Based on this theory recurrent processing is
necessary and adequate for consciousness. Therefore,
the visual state is conscious once a specific intermittent
processing state attains the suitable visual circuitry.
Consequently, the global neuronal workspace embraces
that recurrent processing at Stage 4 is necessary for
consciousness while the recurrent processing theory
holds that repetitive processing at Stage 3 is sufficient.
Base on this difference, recurrent processing theory
affirms phenomenal consciousness without access by
the global neuronal workspace. Each approach has its
answer, which is different from the other, one requiring
access but then the other denying it. The organizational
challenge in testing for the presence of phenomenal
consciousness independently of access remains a
hurdle for both theories.
Higher-Order Theory reveals that one is in a
conscious state if and only if one relevantly represents
oneself as being in such a state [48,49]. It can be
described by a conscious visual state of seeing an
object if and only if one appropriately represents oneself
being in that visual state. This higher-order state by
representing the first-order state that represents the
world results in having the first order state that is
conscious. The justification for such theories is that if
one is in a visual state but not aware of that state, then
the visual state would not be conscious. Consequently,
to be in a conscious state, one must be aware of it and
represent it [50]. Higher-order theories tie high-order
representations with activity in prefrontal cortex, which is
assumed to be the area with the required higher-order
representations. On certain higher-order theories, one
can be in a conscious visual state even without any
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once the brain does not present the necessary
attributes, it does not create consciousness.
Encouraged by these predictions, it generalizes its
claims beyond human consciousness to animal and
artificial consciousness. Since it identifies the subjective
experience
of
consciousness
with
objectively
measurable dynamics of a system, it can be measurable
in principle, and consequently, proposes the Φ metric to
quantify consciousness [58]. Recent new studies
present more novel and practical methods to estimate Φ
from high-density EEG that can apply to different states
of consciousness. The investigation of the EEG
properties corresponding to Φ metric enables to gather
information on large-scale network correlates of various
states of consciousness [59,60].
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This paper attempts to gather and present the
features
necessary
to
produce
a
machine
consciousness with a more human-like experience for
artificial systems. If the essential computational features
that conscious brains possess and currently lack in
machines can be implemented, then artificial systems
that appear natural would be possible. In addition to the
interpretation of consciousness as a metaphysical
phenomenon, this paper presents its concrete definition
based on the models and biological study of conscious
brains. Here the author compared the various existing
models of consciousness to highlight the essential and
distinct features of what makes the machine aware.
Even though, the definition of consciousness very much
equals a biological perspective; the proposed machine
consciousness is entirely computational and includes
various
phenomenological
characteristics
of
consciousness. Based on the models and features
presented in this paper, the organization of machine
consciousness is a functional property and
progressively approximated by incorporating features
such as a workspace for global information sharing, up
to date self-knowledge, statistical programs, error
detection systems, and theory of mind, which the latter
allows modeling other minds and use this information to
maximize the usefulness of data. Also, machine
consciousness needs to be an emerging phenomenon
as the development of the human brain indicates that
functional units such as prefrontal and anterior temporal
cortex are responsible for the emergence of
consciousness. As the central administration that
controls and coordinates all processes, whether
conscious or sub conscious is necessary for developing
consciousness, the machine model of consciousness
should mimic the biological systems functionally and
retains a distinct architecture and basic algorithm for
implementing consciousness. The conscious machine
with its proposed features might be neither complete nor
practically feasible at present; however, it should guide
building models of conscious machines in the future.
© 2019 Global Journals
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visual system activity, as long as one represents oneself
as being in that state.
Empirical tests of the higher-order theory
against other accounts show the need to study the
prefrontal cortex of a brain [51]. Based on the higherorder theory, lesions to prefrontal cortex should affect
consciousness; therefore, testing the prefrontal cortex
for consciousness is necessary [52]. Against higherorder theories, recent studies claim that patients with
surgically removed prefrontal cortex maintain preserved
perceptual consciousness [53], which gives support to
recurrent processing theories, therefore, deem that
prefrontal cortical activity is not necessary for
consciousness.
At last, Integrated Information Theory
emphasizes on the concept of integrated information to
explain generic consciousness, and it assumes
consciousness needs a grouping of elements within a
system that has physical cause-effect power upon one
another[54-56].It postulates that any conscious system
must possess three properties, which include: I) The
existence of consciousness advocates a system of
mechanisms with a specific cause-effect power. II) The
organizational nature of consciousness suggests that its
mechanical elements within a system must have the
ability to combine and that those combinations have
cause-effect power. III) Since consciousness is
informative; it must specify or differentiate one
experience from others.
This theory claims that consciousness is
identical to a certain kind of information, in which its
realization requires physical, not merely functional
integration, which can be measured mathematically
according to the Φ metric. In principle, it proposes the Φ
metric to quantify consciousness and attempts to
explain the nature and source of consciousness by
incorporating that the system carries integrated
information if the useful informational content of the
whole is greater than the sum of the informational
content of the parts. If there is no partitioning where the
summed informational content of the parts equals the
whole; then the system carries integrated information,
and it has a positive value for Φ. Intuitively, the
interaction of the components adds more to the system
than the parts acting alone.
This theory attempts to bring a balance by
preserving the cartesian intuitions that experience is
immediate, direct and unified, but on the other hand, it
takes neuroscientific accounts of the brain for an
understanding of what the nature of a physical system
must be to be conscious [57].The methodology of the
most developers of this theory that are neuroscientists
involves characterizing the primarily subjective nature of
consciousness and postulating the physical traits
necessary for a system to realize it. The theory claims
that these predictions agree with observations of the
brain's physical realization of consciousness; therefore,
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We may not need to wait and see if computers
become conscious as the design of more complicated
computers has not yielded any satisfactory result.
Instead, we may need to be more foresighted and
proactively integrate machine consciousness in the new
design processes to have immediate benefit from its
function.Interesting philosophical and empirical studies
can be done, which involve other fields in addition to
computer sciences such as humanities, divinity, natural
sciences, and psychology as an empirical science. It
may be more useful to design a machine in a way that it
concludes it has consciousness and can prove this
conclusion. This intelligent machine then can use its
self-model to regulate its data flow and understand the
actions of others.
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